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T-Card® Fuel Card

Using fuel cards for fleet fuel management and managing transactions online in real-time 

gives for-hire and private fleets alike a hands-on approach to controlling overall spend.  

Whether a business is cash flow driven or focused on cost containment, having a program 

to streamline processes and enhance controls is important.  Companies gain the ability 

to set limits for allotted gallons, number of transactions, products allowed, and cash 

availability.  With enhanced fuel card security at the point of sale, a company chooses what 

information a driver will be required to enter at the time of purchase.  Companies benefit by 

streamlining processes and reducing risk.   

	 	Integrate dispatch and accounting system in real-time 

	 	Establish customized fueling network and increase discounts 

	 	Manage current fuel costs online with e-Stop® 

	 	Access a dashboard to view purchasing patterns with drill into capabilities 

T-Card® fuel cards provide companies an efficient and secure way to manage their over the 

road expenses.  Real-time workflow and data integration allows fleet and driver managers 

to focus on their job, not on managing a card program.  T-Chek’s detailed reporting 

gives companies the ability to identify exceptions simply and make needed adjustments 

seamlessly.
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Universal acceptance.  T-Chek’s fuel cards are accepted at more 

than 6,000 truck stops in North America, including all major chains, 

thousands of independents, and cardlock locations.  

Be in control.  Manage your cards and control your purchase policy 

and data reporting online in real-time.  

Gain tools for negotiating with truck stops.  Your fuel purchases 

and price information can help you negotiate discounts, such as 

cost-plus or retail-minus.  Discounts are applied at the point of sale.

Cash on the card option.  Advance funds instantly to drivers in 

any amount.  Drivers can obtain cash virtually anywhere, including 

ATMs, across North America.  

Detailed Reporting.  Use T-Chek’s reporting capabilities, including 

daily, weekly, or monthly reports online in the format and level of 

detail your business requires.  

Paying your drivers is easy.  Electronically upload driver settlement 

funds to the driver’s T-Card® fuel card or bank account, weekly or 

biweekly, with T-Chek’s Pay-Chek™ option.

Control and secure terminal fueling.  Use the T-Card® fuel card with 

Terminal-Chek to allow fuel disbursement by card activation only.

Fuel tax made easy.  When you use the T-Card® to buy fuel, your 

taxes can be calculated quickly based on your transaction data.
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